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McLouis,
just starring.
Since 1999 McLouis has been the reference point in the plein air sector for quality, pleasant, modern and
attractively designed vehicles.
Anticipating trends, dictating fashion: this is one of the goals of McLouis, which offers technical and trendy
high-end solutions at a competitive price.

Specialist in the production of vans.
Trend of the moment in the panorama of recreational vehicles, the VAN is undoubtedly a highly specific
product. For its production, you need a company with a high specialisation in the segment, which takes care of
every phase, from design to construction.
McLouis vans are produced in Paglieta plant, in Abruzzo, an industrial district of over 28,000 m2 that
produces equipped vans for the Trigano group for the whole of Europe.

Close to you, everywhere.
The McLouis sales network today consists of over 200 qualified distribution partners, spread throughout
Europe. Through pre- and after-sales services, local staff and on-site distribution agencies, McLouis is able to
satisfy even the most demanding customers.

The promises from
McLouis
Complete range, more and more specialised, to offer
everyone his ideal van. Possibility of customisation through
optional extras.
Perfect insulation from outside temperatures and noise,
thanks to materials with excellent performance, total
coverage and the absence of thermal bridges.
For every season: McLouis vans are the ideal solution for
even the coldest winter climates.
Large stowage spaces and modular volumes to carry
everything you need with you for your travel and adapt the
spaces to your needs.
High quality standards: the vehicles are subjected to tests
and controls from the prototyping phase to the finished
product.
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Menfys: a new complete range, in
three different versions.
Choose your holiday style.

Menfys

MENFYS
Versatile and functional, it offers practical
and complete solutions for those who buy a
van for the first time.
Available in two models: Menfys 3 and
Menfys 3 Maxi.

The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications.
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Menfys S-line

MENFYS S-LINE
The ideal travel companion for a comfortable
holiday, whatever your destination.
Seven layouts with lengths ranging from 5.41 to
6.36 metres.

Menfys Prestige

MENFYS PRESTIGE
High performance, complete equipment,
sophisticated design for the most experienced and
demanding van enthusiasts.
Seven models developed on lengths from 5.41 to
6.36 meters.
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Menfys VAN
Menfys
MENFYS 3

MENFYS 3 MAXI

2+1

4

5, 99 m t

4+1

4

5,99 mt

Menfys S-line
MENFYS S-LINE 1

2

4

MENFYS S-LINE 3

5, 41 m t

MENFYS S-LINE 4 MAXI

2

4

2

4

MENFYS S-LINE 3 MAXI

5,99 mt

4

4

5 ,9 9 m t

MENFYS S-LINE 4

6,36 mt

2

4

6, 36 mt

Menfys Prestige
MENFYS PRESTIGE 1

2

4

MENFYS PRESTIGE 3

5, 41 m t

6

4

4

5,99 mt

MENFYS PRESTIGE 4

MENFYS PRESTIGE 4 MAXI

2

2

MENFYS PRESTIGE 3 MAXI

6,36 mt

2

4

6, 36 mt

4

4

5 ,9 9 m t

VAN RANGE
2021

MENFYS S-LINE 4 CS

2

4

MENFYS S-LINE 5

5, 99 m t

MENFYS PRESTIGE 4 CS

2

4

2

4

5,99 mt

MENFYS PRESTIGE 5

5, 99 m t

2

4

5,99 mt
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Menfys

and you’re ready to go!
The Menfys range is ideal for those approaching the world of vans for the first time. An
essential line that offers functional and versatile solutions, with the guarantee of a very
experienced, specialized manufacturer.
The modern interior design, with the pleasant colour contrast between grey and white,
combined with practicality of use creates a spacious and welcoming environment where you
can move freely and relax.
The Menfys range is available in two layouts, Menfys 3 and Menfys 3 Maxi, on Fiat mechanics.

The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications.
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5-year infiltration warranty.
The insulation of the Menfys range is obtained by spraying polyurethane foam - a
resistant material with excellent insulation performance - onto the interior walls and
back of the vehicle. Coverage is extensive. The roof instead is insulated with polyester
fibre covered by an aluminium film. The floor is a classic sandwich type. For more
details go to the pages 26 and 27 of this catalogue.

Light and air.
The interior of the Menfys is characterized by a bright environment and guaranteed air exchange thanks to
the two standard 40x40 skylights and windows with blinds and flyscreen.
At the back of the vehicle, maxi sized rear windows with suction cup blinds.

Intelligent stowage solutions.
During the day the sleeping area can be transformed into a practical storage room, with variable volume and
modularity according to your needs: great for your bikes, luggage or surfboard!
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LIVING AREA

Menfys

Menfys 3

Space and comfort.
The interiors of the Menfys range are distinguished
by the “automotive” style and the contrast of colours
between grey and white. The environment is designed
to move around easily and make optimal use of space.
The ergonomic shape of the table is designed to
facilitate exit and access to the driver’s seat. Extremely
versatile and functional, it can also be used outdoors
to offer you the pleasure of an open air lunch in the
mildest season.
Above the driver’s cab, the useful storage
compartment.

UPHOLSTERY V-VERSION
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KITCHEN
Menfys

Menfys 3

For a snack or Sunday lunch!
The Menfys linear kitchen unit is equipped with a two burner hob
and sink, to easily prepare a quick snack or a delicious lunch.

Menfys 3

The 70 l compressor refrigerator, located under the kitchen, on
the entry side, has a double hinge: it can be opened both from
the inside and the outside of the vehicle, so that you can enjoy
your holiday en plein air.
Everything in its place with drawers and wall unit to store
dishes, tableware and all your shopping for an organised,
practical and functional kitchen.
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SLEEPING AREA

Menfys

Menfys 3

Sweet dreams.
The Menfys’ rear beds will give you a comfortable
and regenerating rest, ideal after an intense day’s
travel, thanks to the comfortable ergonomic anti-mite
mattresses and wooden slatted bases.
The room is bright: in addition to the rear windows, the
light is provided by the rear portlight.
To store clothes and accessories, you can count on the
two large wall units arranged along the side walls.

TOILETTE

Menfys

Menfys 3

Whatever you need for your
well-being.
The bathroom consists of two separate rooms, washbasin and
toilet on one side, shower on the other, and is equipped with a
window for greater brightness.
To separate the shower the practical removable curtain with
magnets: after using it you can hang it out to dry. The shower
has a lowered shower tray - so the water doesn’t run off outside
and the rest of the bathroom stays dry - and is equipped with
shower rail with separate mixer and a convenient storage
compartment for sponge and washing liquids.
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T he comfor t you want for your dream
holiday

Menfys S-line

Spacious automotive-style interiors, ergonomic furniture to move around the van
with ease, durable quality materials that are easy to clean: these are the features
that make Menfys S-line the ideal travel companion to enjoy a holiday in comfort,
whatever the destination.
The Menfys S-line range includes seven layouts, with lengths ranging from 5.41 to
6.36 metres, all of them on Fiat mechanics.

The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications.
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Bright environments.
Light and air are never lacking: the Menfys S-line vans offer as standard two 40x40 cm
skylights and windows with blind and flyscreen.
The rear windows at the back of the vehicle are equipped with a blind, flyscreen and can
be opened for maximum living comfort.

Versatile, flexible.
The stowage spaces at your disposal are large and modular: you can adapt them to your holiday
needs. During the day and during your travels you can transform the sleeping area and store
luggage, bicycles and your bulky items.

5-year infiltration warranty.
The insulation of the Menfys S-line range is made of polyester fibre, covered by an
aluminium film. The cover is uniform on roofs, walls, crossbars, uprights and rear doors,
so as to favour constant internal temperatures and eliminate thermal bridges. For more
details go to the pages 26 and 27 of this catalogue.
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LIVING AREA

Menfys S-line

Menfys 3 S-line

Open space.
The cab outline creates an “open”
environment and gives the living room
more living space to move freely in the
dinette area. Above the cab, comfortable
stowage compartments and wall units in
line.
For those who want to shine with light,
McLouis offers the panoramic roof as an
optional extra

Menfys 3 S-line

The dinette is designed to give you moments of rest and
relaxation: the ergonomic seats, exceptionally comfortable,
are ideal for enjoying a tasty dinner. The table is equipped
with a pull-out extension as standard and has an ergonomic
shape to facilitate access and exit from the driver’s seat. You
can use it when you need more working area and close it
when you no longer need it.
The table is removable and can also be used outdoors:
perfect for an outdoor snack on a beautiful spring day.
Underneath the dinette, the floor hatch gives you extra
stowage space.
The LED interior lighting is available in linear wall unit and
roof-mounted touch elements, for a pleasant environment to
see and live in.

UPHOLSTERY SPORT
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KITCHEN

Menfys S-line

Like at home.
The linear kitchen, drawing inspiration from
your house’s one, includes a two burner hob
and sink: an extremely functional solution
to prepare delicious lunches and dinners in
comfort. It is equipped with an extendible
worktop that can be extracted as needed, with
extreme ease.
By closing the glass cover of the kitchen unit,
you get a comfortable additional work surface.
The three-way or compressor type refrigerator
(depending on the model) will allow you to
keep drinks and food cool at all times.

Menfys 4 Maxi S-line

The deep full-extension drawers
with soft-close closure and the large
wall units give you the space you
need to organise dishes, tableware
and accessories and have everything
at hand.
The design of the furniture is
ergonomic: rounded aluminium
profiles accompany the passage,
without sharp edges.
The base of the wall units and the
outer side of the kitchen are made
of high-pressure laminate (HPL),
an innovative, resistant and easy to
clean material.
Menfys 4 Maxi S-line
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SLEEPING AREA

Menfys S-line

Menfys 3 S-line

Sweet awakenings.

Menfys 4 Maxi S-line

The sleeping area is designed to provide you with a
comfortable rest thanks to the large beds, breathable
fabric mattresses and wooden slatted bases. The
interior walls are in soft-touch to protect you from
outside noise while you sleep and to give you an
even softer and more welcoming effect.
You can store clothes and accessories in wall
wardrobes.
To enjoy reading without disturbing your travel
companions, you can turn on the LED spot lights
underneath the wall units.

TOILETTE

Menfys S-line

The pleasure of
taking care of
yourself.
The compact bathroom offers whatever you
need for your well-being. It has a window
and is equipped with a mirror and wall units
to contain everything necessary for personal
care.
The washbasin is either fixed or concealed in
the wall, depending on the models.
A nice shower is what you need to start your
day with energy or to end it in relaxation: the
Menfys S-line models offer it in a separate
version, with shower rail with separate mixer,
or in an integrated version with pull-out tap.

Menfys 4 Maxi S-line
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The van for those who don’t
settle for it

Menfys Prestige
Menfys Prestige is dedicated to the most experienced and demanding “van
enthusiasts” who are looking for a specialized, customizable and high performance
vehicle.
The stylistic touch of McLouis is expressed in the modern design, automotive style,
and in the refined and coordinated details, such as the acrylic stone of the kitchen
top, the folding table and the washbasin in the bathroom.
Choose the van that will accompany you on your next adventure from seven layouts.
The Menfys Prestige models are on Fiat mechanics.
The vehicles in photo may be equipped with optional specifications.
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LED external light
to illuminate a pleasant dinner spent outdoors or simply to make it safer
when it’s dark outside.

Get on board!

To make it easier to get on board, the Menfys Prestige vans offer the standard electric
step. The entrance door is equipped with a flyscreen.

More light, more air.
The Menfys Prestige vans offer as standard the 50x70 panoramic roof, the
40x40 cm portlight and the windows with blind and flyscreen.
The rear windows at the back of the vehicle - which can be opened - are
equipped with a blind and flyscreen to enjoy the sleeping area in all comfort.

Functional and modular spaces.

The Menfys Prestige
exterior line is
distinguished by painted
front bumper and grille,
black headlights and skid
plate. The mirrors are
electrically-operated.

The optimised interior space provides you with large load compartments that you
can manage and adapt to your needs. During the day the sleeping area can become
a comfortable garage and contain luggage, bicycles and everything you need for your
travel.

5-year infiltration warranty.
The Menfys Prestige range can count on excellent insulation obtained with materials
featuring excellent insulating performance: polyester fibre covered by an aluminium
film. The cover is uniform on roofs, walls, crossbars, uprights and rear doors, so as to
favour constant internal temperatures and eliminate thermal bridges. For more details
go to the pages 26 and 27 of this catalogue.
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LIVING AREA

Menfys Prestige

Design, aesthetics
and ergonomics.
The automotive style interior
of the Menfys Prestige has the
characteristic contrast between grey
and white, a distinctive feature of
the entire Menfys 2021 range. It’s
extremely easy to move around in a
Menfys Prestige van: kitchen profiles,
wall wardrobes and wall units are
rounded to accompany the passage,
without annoying sharp edges.
The cab outline creates an open
space environment, larger, spacious
and welcoming. Optional extras
include a panoramic roof for even
more light in the living area.
Menfys 5 Prestige

Modular elegance.
The folding top table, characteristic of the range, can be
opened in a modular way, depending on the work surface
you need. When it’s folded up, it takes up very little space.
Sitting in the dinette, or travelling, you’ll have space and
comfort for your legs.
An idea for a sunny day? With a few simple moves you
can disassemble the table and use it outdoors.
Under the dinette, a comfortable floor hatch: an additional
stowage compartment for your belongings.

UPHOLSTERY SPORT
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KITCHEN

Menfys Prestige

Menfys 1 Prestige

Irresistible taste.
Cooking on a Menfys Prestige van is a real pleasure. The
kitchen is equipped with two burner hob and sink and is
characterised by the exclusive acrylic stone tops: it is scratch
and impact resistant, antibacterial and easy to clean.
The sink is equipped with a cover that can be used as a
chopping board and shelf.
To always have fresh ingredients for your recipes comes the
refrigerator, compressor or three-way type, depending on the
models.
All your dishes, glasses and accessories can be arranged in
the wall units and drawers that are fully removable, with softclose closure.
Note that the back of the wall unit and the base of the
kitchen unit have a protective methacrylate housing. Nice
to look at and especially useful because it protects the parts
most exposed to water and sun from wear, especially when
the door is open.
The wall units and kitchen top are equipped with LED light
strips that illuminate the dinette area and the open baskets.
The outside of the kitchen also has an LED strip:
indispensable when dining outdoors.

Menfys 5 Prestige
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SLEEPING AREA
Menfys Prestige

Menfys 5 Prestige

Sleep well!
Large beds, breathable fabric mattresses and wooden slatted bases: this
is McLouis’ recipe for perfect rest.
The sleeping area is particularly cosy and comfortable thanks to the softtouch wall covering that protects against external noise and the portlight
and rear windows that provide light and air exchange.
In addition to the side wall units, the Prestige range offers an additional
wall unit in the rear wall of the vehicle*: extra stowage space for laundry,
clothes and accessories.
The LED spot lights, under the wall units, are ideal for evening reading
without disturbing your travel companions.

Menfys 3 Prestige
* The wall unit is not available in the Menfys Prestige 4 Maxi model.

TOILETTE

Menfys Prestige

Well-being,
comfort and
functionality.
Equipped with a window, the Menfys
Prestige toilet offers everything you
need to take care of yourself, without
neglecting style: an example is the
acrylic stone washbasin* - combined
with the kitchen top and the folding
top table. There is no shortage of
stowage space such as wall cabinets
and storage compartments, so you
have everything at hand.
The models with fixed washbasin
have a shower separated by rigid
folding doors, equipped with a shower
rail and separate mixer and storage
compartment with shelf: it’s like being
at home. The tray is lowered so that
the water does not drain out of the
shower space.

Menfys 3 Prestige

* The acrylic stone washbasin is available only in the models with fixed sink.
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Perfect insulation,
increased protection,
zero noise.
Well built, safe and reliable: the Menfys vans offer you the
advantage of excellent thermal and acoustic insulation for
extraordinarily comfortable holidays, in any season and for any
destination.
On all vehicles in the range, McLouis offers you a 5-year
warranty against infiltration.
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INSULATION

Insulation in Menfys vans.
The insulation in Menfys vans is obtained by means of polyurethane foam which is sprayed into
the interior walls of the vehicle. This material is resistant, functional and multipurpose: today it
represents the best insulating solution in thickness, cost and performance ratio. The floor is made
of a sandwich panel and the roof is insulated with polyester fibre covered by an aluminium film.

The insulation in the Menfys S-Line
and Menfys Prestige vans.
Materials with excellent performance, total coverage and no thermal
bridges: this is the recipe for insulation in the Menfys S-line and Menfys
Prestige ranges vans.
The coating of roof, walls, crossbars and uprights is made entirely of
polyester fibre covered by an aluminium film, made in two thicknesses
(20 mm and 10 mm) to make sure it fits anywhere, even in cavities. The
uniformity of the covering keeps the internal temperature constant.
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VANS IN WINTER

Don’t let
the cold
stop you!
The Menfys vans are the ideal
solution for your winter holiday.

Same
performance as a
motorhome!
McLouis vans were tested in the
climatic chamber, based on the
EN 1646-1 standard, according
to which a vehicle brought to -15°
must, once the heating systems
have been activated, must reach
an internal temperature of 20°C in
4 hours. The result is comparable
to the performance of a medium
motorhome (with length of 7.4
metres and rear central bed) which
has an internal volume higher by
30% compared to the van but a
very different build, bodywork and
materials.
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VANS IN WINTER

The packs for coldest climates.
For those who love the coldest destinations, McLouis offers two levels of optional fitting
to ensure excellent living comfort even when temperatures are extremely cold. In addition,
for heating, you can choose between gas or diesel, combined or electric, 4 or 6 kW.

ARCTIC PACK
·
·
·
·

Boosted heater 6 kW.
Thermal blind to protect side windows.
Thermal blind to protect the dashboard.
Insulated rear curtain.

WINTER PACK
· Grey water tank insulated with a 15 mm layer of polyurethane.
· Electrical probe with thermostat positioned close to drain
valve.
· Insulation of external water pipes.
· Insulation of external heating pipes.
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STOWAGE

Smart solutions.
Versatile, modular
spaces, just the way
you want them.
On board the McLouis vans the interior
space is optimised to offer maximum
functionality: the stowage compartments
are designed to adapt to your travel and
holiday needs.
The bed bases can be elevated and/or
removed - partly or completely - to handle
the load volumes flexibly, according to your
needs.

Menfys 4, champion of versatility.
With Menfys 4 you just have to choose the most suitable configuration each time according to
the space you need.

Elevating bed bases.
Three wardrobes that can be removed separately.
Removable, adjustable-volume double flooring.
Extra load, without taking up space.
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STOWAGE

Menfys 4 Maxi, the garage with
adjustable volume for an extra load.
With the rear bed that moves electronically supported by straps and
stops where you want it to, the Menfys 4 Maxi offers you a rear stowage
compartment with variable volume, between 1,500 and 2,400 litres. That way,
even at night, your bicycles and your sports equipment will stay safe!
The garage is equipped with an electrical socket and a water outlet with pullout spray.
To exploit the full potential of the garage, the antislip aluminium sheet metal
coating and the access ramp are available as optionals.
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FOCUS ON: THE TOILET

Lots of solutions, only
one target: your wellbeing.
In the McLouis’ vans toilets you can take care
of yourself thanks to the mirror and bathroom
accessories, such as the towel holder.
The large wall units allow you to always have
everything you need for your well-being at hand.
The window is standard in all models and gives
the environment light and air exchange.

Compact bathroom with
integrated shower: a lot of
comfort and versatility.
The compact toilet with integrated shower consists of a
folding washbasin, which is concealed into the wall for
maximum practicality, only when needed. The pull-out
spray tap can be used as a shower.
Available in Menfys 1, Menfys 4CS and Menfys 5 models
in all three ranges (Menfys, Menfys S-line and Menfys
Prestige).
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FOCUS ON: THE TOILET

Bathroom with separate shower: functionality, space and
comfort.
Excellent usability of the spaces: this solution provides two “separate” rooms, the shower on one side and the toilet on
the other, with fixed washbasin.
The WC offers a comfortable and optimised sitting position with plenty of legroom.
The shower, with shower rail and mixer, is equipped with a lowered tray, so that water doesn’t flow out. Inside the
shower there is a comfortable storage compartment with shelf. The Menfys and Menfys S-line ranges offer the standard
shower curtain with magnets: very practical, after use you can hang it out to dry and store it when you don’t need it.
*Available in Menfys 3, Menfys 3 Maxi, Menfys
4, Menfys 4 Maxi models in all three ranges
(Menfys, Menfys S-line and Menfys Prestige).

In the Prestige
range we offer a
touch of style:
the acrylic stone washbasin,
combined with the table and the
kitchen top in the living area. And
even more functionality with rigid,
folding shower doors, just like at
home. In this range, the storage
compartment is also equipped with a
convenient toothbrush holder.
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FOCUS ON: THE KITCHEN

FOCUS ON: THE KITCHEN

The realm of taste.
McLouis vans are equipped with a
linear kitchen, drawing inspiration
from your home’s one, consisting of
a two burner hob and deep sink with
steel mixer.
In the Menfys S-line and Menfys
Prestige ranges, the worktop can be
extended by means of an extension,
which can be easily removed.

Everything at hand.
To simplify the work at the hob, the
kitchen area offers plenty of space
to organize the storage of dishes,
tableware and accessories: a wall unit,
a cutlery drawer and two deep baskets,
with full extraction, equipped with softclose.

Guaranteed freshness.
There are two types of refrigerators available on board
McLouis vans:
• Compressor driven, noiseless and always reliable even
under extreme conditions.
In the Menfys range and the Menfys 1 and Menfys
4CS models; S-line and Prestige, the refrigerator is
located under the kitchen unit, with the door on the
entrance side. Equipped with double-sided opening, it
can also be opened from outside the vehicle.
•
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Three-way type, placed in the column at the side of
the kitchen leaves space underneath a wardrobe for
optimal use of space.

FOCUS ON: THE BEDS

FOCUS ON: THE BEDS

For a perfect rest.
Sleeping well is essential for a good quality of life... and for enjoying your holiday!
McLouis chose to focus on three elements for you to sleep well: large beds, soft mattresses in breathable fabric and
wooden slatted bases.
A curiosity: the transversal bed of the Menfys 3 model, available in the three Menfys, Menfys S-line and Menfys
Prestige ranges, is the largest in its category with its 190x144 cm.

Wide choice.
Choose the sleeping solution
that’s best suits you.

Transversal bed - Menfys 1, Menfys 3
and Menfys 5

Transversal bunk beds - Menfys 3 Maxi

Rear elevating bed - Menfys 4 Maxi

Twin bed - Menfys 4 and Menfys 4 CS
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RAISING RETRACTABLE ROOF

The brilliant
solution for two
people.
The raising retractable roof with
integrated bed gives you the comfort of
two beds and the possibility to organize
the living spaces in a functional way,
separating the sleeping area from the
living area. This way you can use the back
of the van only as stowage.
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RAISING RETRACTABLE ROOF

A roof for every
length!
It can also be installed on the most
compact models.
The raising retractable roof is
available as an optional on all
models in the Menfys S-line and
Menfys Prestige ranges, in white or
black.

2 side windows that can be
opened and closed from the
inside with flyscreen

Transparent
plastic front
window

The subframe
prevents water
from filtering and
further protects
the bodywork
from seepage.

Integrated bed dimensions: 180(200)x120 cm
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PANORAMIC ROOF

Your sky view living room.
The panoramic roof is the ideal solution for those who
want an even brighter, comfortable and pleasant living
area.

Resistant, solid, durable.
It is formed by an external frame in black methacrylate and
internal glazing in laminated glass with sun-proof screen
printing perimeter.
The panoramic roof is available as an option on the Menfys
S-line and Menfys Prestige ranges models.
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PANORAMIC ROOF

Tested in climatic chamber.

TESTED IN CLIMATIC CHAMBER
from -15°C to 40°C.
HEAT RADIATION TEST
on the panoramic roof surface at 65°C; 75°C; 80°C; 85°C.
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
(Freezing test -15°C) for control of
possible ice formation in the perimeter of the glass and any damage or malfunction.
VIBRATION TEST
with simulation of 820 km in special route (cobblestones).
INFILTRATION TEST
carried out during low temperature and vibration tests.
VISUAL CHECK
to identify any damage or deformation in the panoramic roof surfaces.
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TESTS AND CHECKS

Tested safety
At every stage of production, from development to the finished product, McLouis carries out tests and trials
in accordance with European standards to offer high quality, safe and reliable vehicles.
The same quality standards are demanded of suppliers: for the most strategic components, a check is
carried out on the incoming material and before it is used in production.

CHECKS IN PRODUCTION STAGE

Correct installation of the hydraulic
systems.
Test on operation of the gas pipes.

Check on operation
and correct
installation of the
electrical systems.

TESTS IN RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND PROTOTYPING STAGE

Specific testing in climate chamber to check
the resistance, duration and performance of
the materials selected at extremely high/low
temperatures.
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Performance tests on the components used. Durability
of mattresses, resistance to stress, reliability and
compliance with European regulations in the design of
the seatbelt unit.

TESTS AND CHECKS

TESTS ON FINISHED PRODUCT

Waterproofing tests on 100% of the
vehicles produced, before delivery.

Electronic weighing of 100%
of vehicles before delivery and
written weight certification for
end customer.

Gas system inspection by certified staff according to
the German DVGW protocol.

100 statistical checks out of a percentage
of the vehicles produced: aesthetic, functional, noise,
assembly tests.
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mclouis.com
McLOUIS reserves itself the right to change the characteristics and the furnishings of all its models with no advance notice required; all data contained in
this leaflet must therefore be considered approximate and non-binding. Despite thorough checks of the contents, we cannot exclude possible printing and/
or translating errors. This catalogue does not constitute contractual documentation. Any reproduction, including in part, of the test or of the content of this
document is prohibited.
The indicated weights are exclusively approximated. Tolerances of +/-5 % are allowed. Generally speaking, special equipment and options increase the
no-load weight and entail a reduction in the payload. We hereby decline any and all responsibility in case structural changes are made to the vehicle; any
assembly, disassembly or changes carried out by unauthorised workshops may jeopardise your safety and cause the warranty clauses to be forfeited. For
additional information on installation and technical details, please contact one of our dealers.

